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Green Belt Policy – setting the scene

• Approach to development within the GB is set out in NPPF 
(including 5 purposes of GB) with any changes (mainly) managed 
through local plan process.

• The general extent of Green Belt should endure unless the LPA 
determines that there are ‘exceptional circumstances’ for releasing 
GB. However, since abolition of RS in 2011, there is no statutory 
process for determining the ‘general extent’ of the GB, other than 
individual LPs

• Exceptional circumstances should be determined following a robust 
cost-benefit analysis. 

• The need to meet objectively assessed development needs can 
justify release unless….”any adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when 
assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.”

• Changes made to NPPF I 2018 to strengthen policy by:

• Setting criteria for meeting the “exceptional circumstances” for 
change to GB boundaries (paras 136 – 137) in response to 
Calverton Case; and 

• Allowing neighbourhood plans to amend detailed GB boundaries 
once need for GB change demonstrated through a strategic plan 
(para. 135);

“My colleague Chris Pincher [the 
housing minister] has made it 
clear that in developing a plan a 
local authority can say this has 
been the number to which we 
have been working, however in 
this area you have to take 
account of [an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty, a 
Site of Special Scientific Interest 
or green belt] so it’s unrealistic to 
expect us to meet the figure.”

House of Commons Select Committee, 8/11/21



Green Belt Policy – setting the scene
Key legal judgement (against the Guildford Local Plan) clarified/ confirmed a number of things:
(Refer mainly to Paras 50 to 60)

• The conclusion as to whether exceptional circumstances exist is a matter of planning judgement and is primarily 
for the decision-maker (ie LPA) but must be fully evidenced and justified.

• There is no definition of ‘exceptional circumstances’ - it is expressed in deliberately broad terms.  Para 137 of 
NPPF does not provide a checklist but makes it clear that, before concluding that exceptional circumstances exist 
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the LPA must have examined fully: 

• Potential from suitable brownfield sites and underutilised land; 

• optimised the density of development, including whether policies promote a significant uplift in minimum 
density standards in town and city centres, and other locations well served by public transport; and 

• Work with neighbouring authorities through the DtC to explore whether they could accommodate some of 
the identified need for development, as demonstrated through the statement of common ground.

• There is no requirement that GB should be released as a last resort – sometimes it might provide a more 
sustainable /better option to support spatial strategy (Clearly articulated spatial strategy and robust SA process is 
very important!) 

• Exceptional circumstances do not connote a ‘rarity’ and can be justified by one reason or an accumulation of 
circumstances (but should be considered as a whole – you don’t have to explain each one). Meeting general 
housing needs is not precluded from its scope!

• Demonstrating ‘very special circumstances’ through the Development 
Management process is a much higher bar to cross than ‘exceptional circumstances’ 
through a local plan review.



▪ Green Belt policy is supposed to be a strategic planning tool. The Duty to 
Cooperate is not an effective strategic planning mechanism and does not work 
where all LPAs are in the same boat!

▪ There needs to be a move away from ‘planning by numbers’ with LPAs developing 
more robust long term visions and clearly articulated spatial strategy for their area 
within which the role of the Green Belt can be properly tested (cost-benefit 
analysis).

▪ The purposes of GB should not be assessed in combination!

▪ Once exceptional circumstances have been demonstrated by LPA, Inspectors could 
push for more where it does not meet needs or where could contribute to wide 
strategic needs (DtC). Although an Inspector does not have to examine ‘omission 
sites’ developers can get them included e.g. if sites are more in line with spatial 
strategy (SAs will be an obvious target)

▪ BUT, Inspector cannot ask LPA to release GB if no exceptional circumstances case 
has been made by LPA.

▪ Continuing debate as to whether wider roles should be factored into GB sites (as an 
overlay to policy functions) e.g. green infrastructure, biodiversity (rewilding Greens 
Belts), accessibility to green spaces etc e.g. London Plan (Greater Manchester also 
attempting it).  However, since introduction of NPPF and OANs, much more ‘hope 
value’ attached to GB sites which makes it difficult to improve quality and 
accessibility of sites.

▪ Contentious nature of Green Belt means sites often considered where least impact 
on existing communities or where poor quality (ie least worse sites)and not 
necessarily in line with spatial strategy  e.g. St Albans LP 

▪ The Government remains committed to maintaining Green Belt and has stated that 
there is no intention of reviewing current policy.  but….

Green Belt Policy – Key Issues

“We made a manifesto 
commitment to the green 
belt as a means of 
protecting against urban 
sprawl, and we mean to 
keep it. Local authorities 
should not develop on green 
belt, save in exceptional 
circumstances, and local 
plan making should 
recognise the green belt as 
a constraint on numbers.”



Urban area with 35% uplift Green Belt (Y/N) Strategic Planning Mechanism (Y/N)

Birmingham Y N

Bradford Y N

Bristol Y Y – new MCA SDS being prepared

Brighton and Hove N N

Coventry Y N

Derby Y N

Hull N N

Leeds Y N

Leicester N Y – non-stat L&L Growth Plan

Liverpool Y Y – MCA SDS being prepared

London Y N

Manchester Y ? Not clear whether GMSF will proceed

Newcastle Y Y – joint plan with Gateshead

Nottingham Y Y – aligned core strategies

Plymouth N Y – joint local plan

Reading N N

Sheffield Y N

Southampton N ? PfSH framework being reviewed

Stoke on Trent Y N

Wolverhampton Y Y – Black Country joint plan

Notes:
(1) Urban areas are those proposed in Government consultation on Standard Methodology published 

in December 2020 - Changes to the current planning system - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk).
(2) Although some areas are not within Green Belts, they are in highly constrained areas e.g. Brighton 

which is constrained by English Channel and South Downs National Park.
(3) Currently only statutory joint plans can amend GB boundaries as a result of managing growth 

across strategic areas (Although statutory frameworks, MCA SDS cannot currently amend GB 
boundaries).

(4) Although London has a strategic plan for the city, it does not have a framework for managing 
growth within wider South East.

Green Belt Policy – setting the scene
The Government is proposing an uplift of 35% in housing proposed for largest 20 cities in England and 
most are surrounded by GB and have no mechanism for managing growth strategically…..

Source: Catriona Riddell & 
Associates Ltd

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/changes-to-the-current-planning-system


Green Belt Policy – setting the scene

Useful cases

Doncaster LP – Inspector’s report June 2021 - Local Plan Examination - Latest Updates - Doncaster Council

Issues covered - Alternative options (no allowance for windfall sites was made); conformity with spatial strategy and achieving 

sustainable development; defensible boundaries; compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and accessibility of 

remaining Green Belt land close to each of the sites.

Welwyn-Hatfield LP - submitted May 2017 https://welhat.gov.uk/localplanexamination

The council submitted its plan for examination with a housing need of approximately 14,000 (being tested against 2012 NPPF) but a

planned local plan target (initially) of 12,000 which included about 6,000 within the Green Belt.  Since then the Council has been 

asked by the Inspector to explore whether there were other GB sites that could be included, given that the council had already 

concluded that there are exceptional circumstances. The examination is still in progress and the council has carried out several

further reviews of GB and further ‘calls for sites’ to see if the shortfall could be reduced. Currently council has committed to 14,000 

(against Inspector requirement of 15,200) but in October 2021 the final stages of the plan were put on hold pending further 

clarification about government policy towards housing numbers.

St Albans LP – Inspectors’ letter (July 2019) – Local Plan examination hearing | St Albans City and District Council

Issues covered: Process for concluding exceptional circumstances; methodology for site selection and specifically, lack of ‘fit’ with 

spatial strategy (similar issue to West of England JSP).

Reigate and Banstead LP - letter from Nick Boles MP to Planning Inspectorate (March 2014) 

140303_Letter_-_Sir_Michael_Pitt.pdf (publishing.service.gov.uk)

The letter from the Sec of State made it clear that, whilst it has always been the case that LPAs can adjust the boundary of GB 

through their local plan process  “It must however always be transparently clear that it is the local authority itself which has chosen 

that path”

https://www.doncaster.gov.uk/services/planning/local-plan-examination-hearing-updates
https://welhat.gov.uk/localplanexamination
https://www.stalbans.gov.uk/news/local-plan-examination-hearing
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/286882/140303_Letter_-_Sir_Michael_Pitt.pdf


Useful stuff!

Calverton Parish Council v Nottingham City Council & Ors [2015] EWHC 1078 (Admin) (21 April 2015) (bailii.org)

Compton Parish Council & Ors v Guildford Borough Council & Anor [2019] EWHC 3242 (Admin) (04 December 2019) (bailii.org)

Legal Challenges

Parliamentlive.tv - Housing, Communities and Local Government Committee

Government references 

Michael Gove speaking to the Select Committee, 8 November 2021

Map of Current Threats to London’s Green Belt – London Green Belt Council

Simonicity blog by Planning Lawyer Simon Ricketts
SIMONICITY – Planning law, unplanned.

#Planorak blog by Barrister Zack Simmons 
Guildford’s Local Plan and "exceptional circumstances" — #planoraks

The London Plan - the_london_plan_2021.pdf – see Policy G2 (p.314)

Green Belt Sites Seminar with Christopher Young QC and Thea Osmund Smith No 5 Chambers-
https://youtu.be/iM8CVagJopQ

Do we need to talk about the Green Belt (Civic Voice webinar) - Do we need to talk about the 
greenbelt? on Vimeo

Planning Decisions: Local Involvement - Hansard - UK ParliamentChris Pincher comments on Green Belt, 21 June 2021

Other references 

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2015/1078.html
https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2019/3242.html&query=(Ockham)
https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/d754139f-c8de-4cad-99b5-5b23207be466
http://londongreenbeltcouncil.org.uk/threats_map/
https://simonicity.com/
https://www.planoraks.com/posts-1/guilford-and-exceptional-circumstances
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/the_london_plan_2021.pdf
https://youtu.be/iM8CVagJopQ
https://vimeo.com/503004583
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2021-06-21/debates/B39180B5-63BD-423C-A774-562A9DCF05E5/PlanningDecisionsLocalInvolvement


Thank you!
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